Efficient stereo-image sequence segmentation on the graphics processing units (GPUs)
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1. Introduction

2. 3D segment tracking framework

6. Results

Movies contain abundant information about the
visual scene, which, if choosing the raw signals
for representations, render the applications of
any logic or learning scheme intractable.
Finding the reduced representation of the visual
scene without prior knowledge on the data
(model free) thus represents a major challenge
in cognitive-vision applications - this problem is
also known as the signal-symbol gap (König et
al., 2006). In this study we present a novel
framework for bridging this problem. We aim at
creating a condensed description of stereo
movies by computing the 3D relations between
tracked image segments for generating 3D
semantic scene graphs, which, in the future, will
allow us to encode human actions in an efficient
way. Real-time requirements render the video
segmentation algorithms currently inadequate
for most robotic applications. Furthermore,
stereo movies have not been treated by now. To
overcome these limitations, we developed close
to real-time model free stereo-video
segmentation system with stereo-segment
tracking on graphics processing units (GPUs).

The architecture of the 3D segment tracking framework consists of a stereo camera, two GPUs, one
CPU, and various processing components that are connected by channels in the framework. Optical
flow and disparity are computed on GPU 1 using a real-time algorithm (Pauwels et al., 2008). For the
images from the left camera, the labels from a previous segmentation are warped to the current frame
using optical flow. The real-time segmentation algorithm runs on GPU 2 (Abramov et al., 2010). Labels of
the left frame are warped to the correspondent right frame using phase-based disparity information. The
stereo-segment correspondences are used to find the 3D structure of the segments. In a final step an
abstract 3D description of the scene is constructed.

In weakly-textured scenes, segment correspondences can be used to derive the disparity map of the scene in
situations where texture-based methods are bound to fail (Dellen et al., 2009). Once 3D segments are
extracted, we represent the scene by undirected and unlabeled semantic graphs. The graph nodes are the
segment labels and plotted at the center of each segment. The nodes are connected by an edge if the
segments are neighbors and their depth differences are less than a predefined threshold value. In the temporal
domain, 3D scene graphs represent spatial relations between nodes. Unless spatial relations change, the
scene graphs remain topologically the same. Any change in the spatial relation between nodes corresponds to
a change in the main structure of the scene graphs. Therefore, those changes in the graphs can be employed
to define action primitives (Aksoye et al., 2010).
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3. Image segmentation algorithm
The parallel nonparametric image segmentation algorithm based on the method of superparamagnetic
clustering (Abramov et al., 2010) is used for the segmentation of the first frame of an input image
sequence and for the system relaxation after label warpings. According to this method the segmentation
problem corresponds to finding equilibrium states of the energy function of a ferromagnetic Potts model.

4. Optical flow based label warping
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We obtain information about pixel correspondences between subsequent
frames via a phase-based optical flow algorithm (Pauwels et al., 2008). This
algorithm is highly robust to changes in contrast, orientation and speed. In our
framework optical flow is computed for the left video stream only. The algorithm
provides a vector, at each pixel indicating ist motion: u(x,y) = (ux(x,y),uy(x,y)).
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This allows us to link pixels of two subsequent frames {t} and {t+1}. Since we are
using a local algorithm, optical flow cannot be estimated everywhere, for
example not in weakly-textured regions. For pixels in these regions, vertical
and horizontal flows, i.e. ux and uy do not exist.

7. Conclusions

Suppose frame {t} is segmented and St is its final label configuration. The labels
can be transferred from frame {t} to frame {t+1} according to:
St+1(xt+1,yt+1) = St(xt,yt), where xt = xt+1 - ux(xt,yt) and yt = yt+1 - uy(xt,yt). Erroneous
bonds are fixed by a relaxation process.

5. Disparity-based label warping
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In order to link pixels of correspondent left and right frames displacements
for correspondent left and right pixels have to be estimated. For this
purpose the disparity algorithm can be used. The disparity algorithm used
in our framework is also phase-based (Sabatini et al., 2007). Label
initialization is obtained by translating the labels from the segmentation of
the left image using the derived disparitiy map D.
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We suppose that the left frame {tL} is segmented and
is its final label
configuration. Labels are transferred from frame {tL} to frame {tR}
according to
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=
as our system relies on rectified images. Once frame {tR} is
initialized, again a relaxation process is needed in order to fix erroneous
bonds.
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In this work we presented a novel highly parallel framework for deriving a condensed 3D semantic
representation of visual scenes based on a near real-time segment tracking procedure implemented in
paralell on GPUs. The main contribution of this work is the provision of a novel framework for representing
image sequences in an efficient way, which may serve as vision-front end for cognitive robots in the future.
Most importantly, the segment tracking is entirely data driven (model-free) and thus does not require prior
data models to be provided.Furthermore, our segment tracking procedure is developed for a specific goal,
i.e. the construction of 3D semantic graphs, which has not been attempted in this way before. Since each
main graph represents an action primitive and also the respective object relations, we are planning to use this
information in the future to recognize and classify the actions and categorize objects based on their role
during the action.
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